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INTRODUCTION
The main objective of this thesis project was to create
a visually exciting piece of computer generated animation
that effectively integrates technical as well as aesthetic
elements. A secondary objective was to achieve three-
dimensional effects by manipulating a basically two-
dimensionally based computer system.
This thesis report accompanies a previously completed
computer generated animation. The following sections will
provide information to assist in the understanding of
aesthetic choices in planning and production, as well as the
technical procedures involved in piecing together a completed
computer animation. This text will illustrate, step-by-step,
the causes and effects of these procedures, how they stand
individually and in relation to the completed piece, as well
as the difficulties encountered during the animating process.
RESEARCH AND PLANNING
The initial phase of thesis research is the formulation
of ideas. It is necessary to have "a logical progression of
ideas" in order to expand and synthesize a story to become
the animation. This phase is perhaps the most important,
because it is from these ideas that the story emanates. The
story, which becomes the animation, begins here. In order to
create an exciting piece, it is helpful to review what has
previously been accomplished in the field of animation. The
first point of research for this particular animated story
began by evaluating two completed computer generated
animations. Both Daniel Connor and Richard Maile executed
these pieces while students at Rochester Institute of
Technology. Both pieces were viewed repeatedly, evaluating
them for technical and aesthetic strengths and weaknesses.
Both animations contain strong transitional devices which
connect individual scenes. Studying the different
transitions used proved helpful when it came time to connect
sequences in the storyboarding stage. It was also helpful to
note that very light or bright colors, reds in particular,
should be avoided, as they take on a washed out look when
recorded on video tape.
From this point, I turned to music as a tool for
visualization. Different types of instrumental musical
pieces were reviewed. From each piece, a certain mood for
scenery and movement was developed. Before rendering any
sketches on paper, I had a feeling for what I wanted to see
on the screen. I was storing visual references in a sort of
idea bank.
The work of the classical composer, Philip Glass, in
particular, is well suited for animation, because of its
simplicity and use of varying tempos. Other pieces by
Synergy, George Winston, Brian Eno and Jean-Luc Ponty were
also considered. After listening to this variety of musical
selections, I knew that I wanted my animation to have a
simple, futuristic feel, and that I would include artistic
elements drawn from an Italian futuristic style.
Optical tricks play an important part in many computer
generated animations.
Connors'
piece demonstrates a variety
of optical tricks created by manipulating geometric patterns,
and using three-dimensional shading techniques and color
changes. The works of M.C. Escher and other examples of
optical art were helpful here as a basis for understanding
the elements used to create visual excitement.
Another source for my optical art research came from
collections of Islamic patterns. These rich, geometric
designs became the building blocks for much of the scene
detail and optical pattern play in the finished animation.
"Kaleidoscopic Toccata", a film by members of the Rochester
Institute of Technology Graduate Computer Graphics program,
is a prime example of the adaption of Islamic patterns for
computer generated animation. The transformations executed
with these patterns create a beautiful rhythm through shape,
size and position changes.
In addition to reviewing the work of others, I now found
it necessary to review my own work, to determine what
weaknesses needed to be addressed. I realized that my
previous work was not as exciting visually as it should be.
The areas needing to improve were involving scene complexity
and scene transitions. Transitions act as a visual chain
which links together the story and maintains the viewer's
interest.
I found that my problems stemmed from lack of artwork
detail and movement complexity. To correct these weaknesses,
rich, ornate and colorful scenery became a building block for
each scene. These scenes would excite the viewer and create
a pleasing background for the animated elements.
At the outset, I kept a written log of thought
development. This idea file was helpful when combining
individual ideas into a complete story. Different ideas were
linked together from the notebook to for the sequences which
would eventually be animated. The step-by-step procedure of
animating was also noted and retrieved when gathering
information for this text.
After sufficient research and thought development, the
production stage could begin. It was evident that the
direction taken to generate the final story had changed from
what was originally intended. The result v/ould not be so
much a study of the moving image as it v/ould be a study of
the animation process itself. Color and movement, in both
two and three dimensions would come together to synthesize a
competed computer generated animation. The new path taken
proved to be a useful tool in learning, and resulted in a
more interesting final piece.
BEGINNING PRODUCTION
The skeleton of this computer animation is the story
that unfolds. Before any console work can begin, it is
helpful to have a plan of action, and have some form of
functional storyboard to refer to when at the computer. ^A
story was planned by assembling all of the individual ideas
compiled into a flowing unit. By visualizing the story
before beginning to render the artwork, it becomes clear what
aesthetic choices need to be made in regard to placement,
shape and color. It also becomes necessary to think through
the technical procedures that will create the action. The
next step is to create artwork sketches. With these
sketches, the artist saves valuable production time. By
making certain design decisions beforehand, and referring to
previously designed artwork while at the console, time is
spent more efficiently on production. From here storyboards
are put together. "The development of a concise storyboard
is the key to the success of any animated production
Scenes and important action frames were drawn in detail and
color was added with "Caran
Dache"
colored pencils. Pencils
gave more control than markers and were available in a wider
range of colors. By carefully rendering each key frame and
scene background in detail, it was easy to transfer the
artwork to the computer, because no additional design
decision time was needed. If color changes were needed, they
were done quickly at the computer.
While developing scenery elements, architectural detail
became an important factor. To create a three-dimensional
look, the color values of flat shapes are changed slightly to
create shadow and highlight areas. For example, a box
becomes a cube when a medium and dark value of the box color
is added to the top and sides of the box. The cube now seems
to have a light source and depth in space. The two-
dimensional shapes have become visually extruded in space by
merely manipulating color. These shapes became important
elements in the architecturally dominant scenes in the
animation.
When gathering references for architectural elements,
two publications became quite useful: "Architectural
Digest"
and "Interior Design". Photographs of interiors and
architectural structures, such as columns, were adapted to
create illustrations used to generate computer artwork.
With a software update from the Genigraphics
Corporation, the color and artwork capacity of the system was
extended three and one half times to allow for more detailed
scenery and delicate shading.
Much of the inspiration for additional imagery came from
looking at "Communication
Arts"
and
"Print"
magazines. As
with the architectural sources, certain photographs and
designs gave inspiration for computer generated art. For
example, a nautical poster containing a monochromatic
cityscape became the basis for the city scene within which
gems travel to enter an open window. A poster displaying
graphically rendered marionettes inspired the Punch-and-Judy
style puppet fight scene. As an artist creating this
animated piece, I chose to render in a style of art that I
personally find very appealing, therefore much of the scenery
is simple, graphic and shows the influence of Italian
Futurism.
Once a scene is storyboarded, the artwork can be
rendered on the computer. The artwork is compiled on a
paging system. There are three levels, three laying over
two, and two laying over one. therefore, backgrounds are
created first, and animated elements are created as they lay
in relation to one another. To save animating time, artwork
for animation was completed on any system having the required
software update. Once the artwork was completed it was ready
to be taken to an animating system. This way all available
computer time was utilized effectively.
PRODUCTION
When the research stage was completed, the storyboarded
scenes were ready to take to the console for production.
Once a scene was designed and storyboarded. it was taken
directly to the computer and rendered. The next scenes
storyboard was begun as the previous scene was being
animated.
The animated piece begins as transparent gems rest on a
checkerboard floor. At the end of the room there is a
computer console. The gems rise and move toward the terminal
to finally penetrate the black screen. The viewer then moves
forward and follows the gems on the rest of their journey.
In addition to connecting scenes with one transitional
element, the gems were an exercise in color transparency
(Plate 1). With the addition of the gem storyline, the main
story was coming together as a unit.
The movements in the first scene were fairly simple to
execute. They were mainly simple vertical movements. To
create the screen penetration illusion, the color of each
piece of each gem was changed to the screen color with r/g/b
color changes.
After penetrating the screen, the gems travel through a
city scene to rest in front of a window. The window opens
and the gems enter and disappear. As stated earlier, the
initial sketches for this scene were derived from a nautical
poster. After rendering many black and white marker sketches.
the final image was created on the computer and different
values of color was added to give the buildings depth.
After the buildings making up one side of the street were
completed, they were simply duplicated and flopped to create
the other side. The buildings were colored with 5 hues and
different values of these hues: pink, blue, orange, green
and grey. The values were very light to give the scene a
soft, misty mood (Plate 2). The sky color changes from mid
day to sunset in the time it takes for the gems to reach the
window. Again, this was achieved by using an r/g/b/ color
change.
The gems travel in a zig-zag motion through the street,
first passing by the viewer or imaginary camera. To achieve
this effect, the gems were moved individually from side to
side, while at the same time decreasing their size. The size
change makes the gems appear to be moving away from the
viewer. To bring the viewer closer to the action, a frame
change was added. When the gems were no longer large enough
to follow, the viewer zooms in closer to see them travel into
the window.
Before animating the window sequence, studies were done
on the movement of an opening window. Key points of this
movement were sketched out on paper. These drawings became
the key frames or the start and finish frames of each entry
in the sequence. By drawing the stages on paper, they were
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able to be drawn identically into the computer to
realistically convey the movements of an opening window.
The window opens using a series of transformation
commands. Vertices were transformed in three stages. When
each stage was connected to the previous stage, and recorded
frame by frame, the movement was smooth and realistic,
needing no revision (Plate 3).
The gems now transform to enter the open window and
disappear by fading to the black background. The entire
window was enlarged to create a "zoom in" effect. This was
necessary because the frame was already zoomed in as far as
software parameters would allow. The screen area was now
filled with the black of the window background.
The next scene takes place in a hallway with black and
white checkerboard flooring, doorways and hall lamps. The
scene dissolves up (r/g/b change) from black. The gems enter
and through transformation commands zig-zag down the hall and
disappear into two doorways. The gems fade into the color of
the doorways through an r/g'b change. The frame zooms to the
end of the hallway where there is again a window ready to
open. This window opens in the same manner as the previous
window.
The gems fade in from black and exit the window, fading
into the pink background color (r/g'b). The frame zooms in
again, and again it was necessary to increase the size of the
entire window area to complete the zoom.
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To save time, the artwork for this hallway scene was prepared
on the Genigraphics D+ system while still animating the
previous scene. This D+ system was not equipped with
animation software. When the city scene was completely
animated, the hallway scene artwork was finished and ready to
be animated.
In my opinion, the next scene is the most visually
interesting. As previously explained, the puppets were
adapted from an illustration found in "Print" magazine. The
puppets were stylized, one was rendered with values of purple
and blue, and the other in pinks and oranges to represent the
male and female characters. The additional scene coloring
was limited to soft, happy feeling colors such as pinks,
purples and bright blues to enhance the lighthearted feeling
of the scene. My main concern, however, was that the
movement of the fighting puppets be realistic. Creating this
movement was very difficult because each puppet was composed
of many small pieces. To move the arm, each piece was
captured and all were linked together as a group. The pieces
of the baton were also linked and the two groups moved
separately.
The single up to down movement of the arm and baton was
input into the computer and a rate curve was employed to loop
the movement. This repeated the hitting motion. I could not
determine the success of this procedure until the scene could
be videotaped and reviewed. After viewing the final
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completed animation, the movement proved to be realistic.
Only the rate curved needed to be revised to speed up the
motion (Plate 4).
I don't include the gems in this scene because I want
the movement of the puppets to be dominant. Instead. I
reprise the gem element at the end of this scene. The
diamond shapes decorating the base of the puppet enclosure
transform from two to three-dimensional shapes, separate
themselves from their base and disappear into the shadow made
by the transforming scenery. The viewer follows the gems into
the shadow.
To transform the diamond shapes into three-dimensional
gems, I separated each diamond into two halves, one half
being the highlighted side, and one the shadow side. The
flat yellow color of the beginning shape simply gets lighter
on the highlighted side, and darker on the shadow side (r g b
change). This gives the illusion of extrusion.
The puppet enclosure forms the shadow by transforming to
change shape and an r g b change to change the color of each
piece to the black shadow color. Then the gem shapes change
to this same color with another rgb change to create the
disappearing effect. The final frame is totally black to
make way for the next scene.
The next scene is the most architecturally oriented,
The basis for the artwork came from a 1986 Avon cosmetic ad.
The model in this ad stands in a columned room surrounded by
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three-dimensional geometric elements. I enjoyed the feeling
of this ad. The geometric elements cast interesting shadows
giving the ad a soft, quiet feeling. I felt that these
elements would create an exciting animated scene, so I
employed them as architecture. I used references from
architectural magazines to help render marble columns with
cube bases. The remaining architecture for the scene was
built from triangle and sphere elements. Each element was
rendered three-dimensionally with shadow and highlights. A
large highlight was added to the floor area of the room,
giving the illusion of a window out of screen area. The
colors used were soft and subtle, beiges, light greens and
blues. The resulting artwork had the delicate, sophisticated
look that I wanted. Now the animated elements were designed.
I decided to use a bouncing ball because I had never
before attempted to realistically render the movements of a
bouncing ball. The ball is constructed from concentric
circles. The sizes of the circles are graduated from small
to large with the smallest on top. The circles are then
shaded by using SPACE COLOR located in the color menu. The
small central circle is given the highlight color, and the
largest outer circle is given the actual ball color. When
SPACE COLOR is activated, the circles are graduated in color
to give smooth shading and a three-dimensional sphere is
rendered. The cone shapes were used to compliment the sphere
shape. These were rendered in much the same way, by spacing
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color over the overlapping cone shapes.
The procedures involved in creating the movement of the
bouncing ball seemed difficult at first. Individual entries
were inputed for the vertical and horizontal movements of the
ball. The vertical and horizontal movements were set to
occur over the same frame times. The vertical movement
included a rate curve to loop the movement and actually
create the bouncing. When the two entries are previewed, the
ball bounces across the scene. Now, the shadow could be
created. The shadow is a simple ellipse that moves
horizontally across the scene at the same rate as the ball.
As the ball bounces up the ellipse gets lighter in color.
When the ball is closest to the ground, the ellipse is at its
darkest. The color change is looped at the same rate as the
vertical movement with a rate curve in the r/g.'b entry. The
cones move horizontally only, therefore their shadows need
not change color. They move horizontally beneath the cones
(Plate 5). The movements of the ball and cones are combined.
The scene completes with a frame change, zooming forward
through the scenery to a far white wall. The white wall
fills the screen area.
References for the following pattern section came from a
variety of sources. I adapted carpeting patterns from
architectural magazines, Islamic patterns from books,
wallpaper patterns and optical art drawings. I found these
simple, geometric patterns to have great animation potential.
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They could be transformed to other shapes easily. Most of
the action that takes place in this pattern section, takes
place through transformations and color changes.
The first set of patterns consists of diamond shapes on
top of a striped background. There are layers of "invisible"
shapes on top of these diamonds. These shapes are the same
color as the shapes they rest on and therefore invisible.
They change color to become visible and then transform to a
large shape. This action is repeated with different color
combinations. The combined action of the color changes and
transformations creates a rhythm. As the final action, the
stripes in the background become one color (r/g/b), and the
diamonds remain large. To simplify artwork, the extraneous
shapes that are no longer visible were deleted.
To create a checkerboard pattern, I transformed the
vertices of the remaining diamond shapes to squares. Each
diamond shape consisted of four points and four midpoint
vertices in between these points. These midpoints
transformed to the corner points of the checkerboard squares.
I now felt that the gems should be reintroduced to
continue the transitional element. The gems fly in from
outside of frame and one by one penetrate the checkerboard
and disappear (r g'b change). The next scene begins with
this checkerboard pattern.
The artwork structure for the next few sequences was
very complex. The final checkerboard frame
of the previous
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sequence was traced. The entire frame area was made of 45
degree right triangles. This was necessary because I wanted
to change the checkerboard from flat to three-dimensional
with only a color change. This would seem to extrude the
pattern towards the viewer. The triangles were not linked as
a group because each one was changed separately from the
rest. This procedure was challenging and I believe the
results were dramatic and exciting (Plate 7).
The triangles change color in different configurations
throughout the remainder of this pattern section. By
changing colors, different parts of the pattern extrude,
shifting attention (Plates 8,9,10).
The cubes transform to flat triangles. Shape are hidden
underneath these triangles. The vertices of these shapes are
linked to the top triangle. Using a series of vertex
transformations, the top triangle seems to become solid, and
rotates around the y-axis. These entries were repeated to
continue the rotation. Again, until the sequence was
recorded and reviewed, there was no way of determining its
success. After recorded and reviewed, this sequence of
events proved a success. The triangles seemed to grow from
the background and rotate in a three-dimensional space. I
successfully created three-dimensionality by manipulating a
two-dimensionally based system (Plate 11).
Next, I wanted to fill the frame area with a pattern.
Triangles were created and placed outside of the frame area.
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The triangles remaining on the screen were duplicated four
times. These duplicated triangles were placed directly on
top of the others. They were also the same color. The
action called for the triangles to converge in a pin-wheel
pattern. The pattern consisted of dark violet triangles and
light violet inverted triangles. The duplicated triangles
moved into place. The triangles outside of the frame area
moved into place and each changed to the opposite color
(Plate 12). After in place, the triangles scatter from the
viewing area. This movement was to clear the viewing area
for the next set of sequences and end the pattern section.
The advantages of the three paging system became evident
when rendering the next set of artwork. Balls enter a room
through windows, come forward and bounce. They then bounce
into a box. This called for the balls to start underneath
the scene, drop to the window area, enter on top of the scene
and then bounce into a box positioned on top of them. To
begin, the background was rendered on page one, the balls on
page two. On page three, square shapes, the same color as
the background were positioned over the balls to hide them
until they dropped into the windows. After the balls dropped
to the windows, the sequence was ended and the square shapes
on page three deleted (Plate 13).
A useful aspect of the Genigraphics system is its
overlay principle. It is impossible to alter the order of
overlayed objects in the middle of a sequence. In order to
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change the order of the overlay, the sequence must be
completed, and the overlayed artwork altered before beginning
the next sequence. This makes it possible to bounce one ball
in back of the other, stop the sequence and then start
another sequence where the same ball bounces in front of the
other. It also makes it possible to bounce these balls in
front of a box (Plate 14), stop the sequence, then alter the
overlay. The sequence can now continue with the balls
bouncing in back of the box, appearing to enter it (Plate
15).
This ball sequence began experimentation in bouncing
techniques and rate curve manipulation. By experimenting
further, I found that many new effects could be achieved by
manipulating the given parameters. For example, I was able
to bounce two outer balls up and over a center resting ball
by adjusting simple bouncing paths. The shadows move beneath
the bouncing balls to exchange places. First, the outside
balls must bounce and exchange places. The vertical movement
is plotted with the first MOVE entry. This movement starts
at the balls' lower resting point and ends at the highest
desired point. When the rate curve is added, the start and
finish frames have the balls in their highest position.
Next, the horizontal movement is plotted with a second
MOVE entry. This movement calls for the balls to exchange
positions through a combination of vertical and horizontal
moves. The start and stop frames for both entries are
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identical. When both entries are previewed together, the two
outside balls start in their lower positions, rise, and at
the same time move horizontally to exchange places. The
middle frame now has the balls in their highest position,
which is also their central horizontal position. The shadows
needed to exchange places while at the same time getting
lighter as the balls bounced higher. This was achieved by
using two MOVE entries and an r/g/b change. The rate curve
places the shadows' lightest point at the middle frame. When
the entries are previewed, they come together and the balls
bounce and exchange places with their shadows following
beneath, getting lighter and darker with the bouncing action
(Plate 16). After the balls finish their exchange, the
sequence was ended and the box constructed. The box started
the same color of the background and changed color to brown
(r/g/b).
While the box is changing color, the balls continue their
bouncing action overlayed on top of the box. When the box
fully appeared, the balls had to be placed underneath it.
Before the overlay order could be changed, the balls had to
bounce up (TRANSFORM) and away from the box, to prepare to
enter it. Once the balls were away from the box, the overlay
was changed, without altering the appearance of the artwork.
The balls drop behind the box with a vertical move and are
deleted before the next sequence begins.
Before closing the box with a top, like the window
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sequence, the actions of a closing box were sketched out on
paper. The action was broken down into thirds and each third
was inputed as a transformation entry. This action repeats
when the box rises and opens to release the large sphere.
The large sphere exits the box and bounces to fill the
screen, ending this section of story.
The previously discussed sequences replace the gem
element with bouncing balls. The balls become the main
animated characters. They are intended to maintain attention
then quickly disappear, to release the viewer to go on to the
next set of events.
The following scene fades (r/g/b) in from pink, to make
this scene seem to take place inside the large ball of the
previous sequence. In these next sequences, there is again
evidence of architectural influence. I was aiming for a
quiet,
"museum-like" look, using urns, darker values, and
vestibules in the scenery.
The side structures and urns begin the action and move
horizontally to either side revealing a "gem
mecca"
or final
resting place for our travelling gems. There is a large
sparkling gem with other little gems resting at its base. I
wanted to initiate the idea that our gems had a goal
throughout the entire story, this goal being the final "gem
mecca" (Plate 17). As the frame zooms toward the large gem,
we see our travelling gems resting at its base, journey
complete.
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White sparks transform to grow and shrink creating the
sparks on the gems for a shimmering effect. The frame zooms
to the large gem. The frame fills with the light blue of the
large gem. This gives us the illusion that we have travelled
into the gem.
A reflection of the computer dissolves up (r/g/b) from
blue. This brings the story to the end. The reflecting
image brings us back to our beginning image. I retrieved the
artwork from the beginning scene, deleted everything except
the computer screen and keyboard. Then I added the resulting
image to the final scene. To complete the animation, I
zoomed the frame into the black of the computer screen. I
animated my credits over this black background. I wanted the
credits to appear as if they were taking place on the screen
we just zoomed into thus being part of the main animation.
The bouncing ball was again employed to enhance the
credit sequences. The balls were colored with the same color
values used throughout the animation, light blue, light green
and light orange. The corresponding type was tinted with the
same colors.
By adjusting rate curves it is possible to have the ball
bounce in a predetermined spot. First, I examined the
horizontal move of the ball, determining at what frame number
the ball was in the desired bouncing spot. I input this
frame number into the vertical curve. When previewed, the
entries come together and the ball bounces at the
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predetermined frame number.
When designing the credits, I decided that they were an
important part of the piece. The viewer would concentrate on
the image to read the information, therefore the image should
be as visually interesting as the animation itself. I
attempted to deviate from the average format to try to
enhance a normally dry area. I combined animated geometric
elements with the actual credit. During the time that the
information is to be read, the animation stops to allow the
viewer to concentrate on the actual credit. The resulting
credits provide a completed, sophisticated ending to the
entire piece.
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RECORDING
After the animation sequences had been completed,
recording could begin. There is no method of previewing the
complete sequences in "real time" without first having
videotaped them. After this is done, the action can be
reviewed and revisions can be made.
Previously, the traditional method of recording was
frame by frame, using a movie camera pointed directly at the
screen. This procedure was very costly and extremely time
consuming. The results were often disappointing because
of camera malfunctions and mistakes made during filming. It
is easy when recording frame by frame, to miss a frame during
the long process. Often, animations needed to be rerecorded
many times in order to achieve acceptable quality.
To help solve these problems, a Genigraphics 100V system
was used in conjunction with the 100C and 100D+ systems
already in use. This system brings the animation to the
screen frame by frame. After each frame is brought up, a
signal is sent to video recording equipment which is linked
to the main system. The VCR records a frame, then advances
the video tape to the next frame, sending a signal back to
the main system to advance to the next frame of animation.
This system proved to be ideal, as the animation can be
played back on the VCR monitor as soon as it is recorded.
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Corrections in the files can be made and the sequence, or
part of the sequence, can be retaped at once. After each
sequence has been recorded and revised as necessary, the
pieces can be edited together into a flowing unit, ideally,
without jumps or "glitches".
Recording was very slow at the outset. It seemed that
the older files of my animation caused several problems with
the signals being sent between the two machines. After
recording these sequences, they were played back, often to
reveal a frame area that had been distorted , or had zoomed
into an incorrect area.
In these cases, the problem was spotted in the animation
MOVIE menu. It is wise to double check the total frame count
of the sequence to be recorded. If the frame numbers are
incorrect, problems will occur in the sequence during taping.
If an incorrect frame count appears, one must continue to
select MOVIE and then GLOBAL until the correct frame count
appears. Once the correct frame count is shown, taping
should continue smoothly.
Frame problems occurred again after sequences were
created on the 100C system and switched to the 100V system
for taping. The artwork outside the intended frame area was
exposed when these files were brought up on the 100V system
for recording. To quickly correct this and continue
recording, the frame was adjusted and then taped. This
proved successful when starting a new sequence with a h/v/c
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or r/g/b fade in, but caused a jump when simply continuing
from one action to another. When altering the frame at the
beginning of a sequence containing a frame change, the frame
changing action becomes corrupted. The frame may sway in a
different direction or zoom to a different target. When
rerecording, in this case, the entire sequence must be
rerecorded, instead of starting where the frame appears to go
wrong. In actuality, the frame changes from the beginning of
the sequence. Sometimes this goes unnoticed until trying to
assemble the sequences in the edit stage. This was the case
when taping the hall sequence. The frame was altered at the
beginning prior to taping. When zooming down the hall, the
frame did not stop to allow the gems to exit the window, but
zoomed right to the window. Retaping was started at the
point where the frame should have stopped zooming. When the
rerecorded piece was to be edited in, the frames did not
match. Instead of trying to piece the new sequence in, thus
creating a jump, the scene was cut to the area where the gems
could exit the window.
Each sequence to be recorded, directly follows the
previously recorded sequence on the tape. This way sequences
link together and there is less editing needed. To insure
that this will happen, one must again check the MOVIE menu
for correct frame numbers prior to recording. However, this
may still not insure correct taping. At
one point, even
though the start frame number was correct, the new sequence
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erroneously recorded over the center of the completed
sequences. To save time, only the destroyed sequences were
rerecorded and later edited into the piece at the correct
spot.
Normally, an animation will be taped once, then
reviewed. After revisions are made, it will be retaped, and
if additional corrections are needed, possibly retaped again.
This procedure will ensure a final piece in need of little
editing. In the case of this animation, due to technical
problems and slow regeneration times, the first filming took
approximately 83 hours to complete. This left little time
before the Thesis show deadline to retape or make
corrections. The solution, here, was editing. All pieces of
the animation were put in proper order and assembled into a
unit. The next step was to add a music track.
At this point I went back to the musical pieces that I
had reviewed in the research stage. I now had a completed
animation, so I needed to choose a musical piece that
complimented its style. Several jazz pieces were evaluated.
Many of the selections that I had listened to in the research
stage were too somber or melancholy for what I had created.
I wanted a bright, light and happy piece to successfully
convey the cheerful mood that I had tried to create in the
animation. "Yolanda, you learn", a selection performed by
The Pat Metheny Group, was chosen for its joyful, upbeat mood
and varying tempos, which would compliment the various
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nuances of the animation.
Once the track was selected, it was laid onto the
videotape at Instructional Media Services, at Rochester
Institute of Technology. At this point, production of the
computer generated animation was complete.
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REVIEW AND ALTERATION
Once the piece is recorded, it can be reviewed closely
to determine the need for speed alterations, and color
changes. The only obvious area that needed speed alteration
was the puppet sequence. The attacking puppet hit upon the
other puppets head too slowly. In order to speed up this
action, it was necessary to adjust the timing on each entry
in the sequence, and recalculate the rate curve. Once the
sequence was corrected, it was resaved onto the disk, and was
then ready for retaping.
The jumps created by altering the frame area interrupted
the smooth flow of action. The only way to eliminate these
jumps was to rework the entries and sequences, connecting
them at endframes. This resulted in many hours of reworking
time. The results flow smoothly and need little editing.
Another aspect of recording onto video tape that one
should keep in mind, is the color alteration involved.
Though the quality of the videotaped image is much sharper
than the image filmed directly from the screen, certain
colors, such as reds, oranges and yellows become
"hot"
when
recorded on video tape. The colors become intense and seem
to "bleed". This is solved by decreasing the chroma or value
of the hot color, or by keeping color selections within a
violet-blue-green range.
The most notably
"hot"
areas of this particular piece
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were the pink areas of the puppet scene and much of the
pattern section. The pink areas of the puppet scene were
darkened and their chroma was decreased by utilizing the
COLOR menu. As for the pattern section, each sequence was
reworked to eliminate jumps. Hot colors were altered using
the value and chroma functions in the COLOR menu.
Each problem area was corrected. Some areas required
total reworking, and others needed only simple color
alteration. Once all problem areas are corrected, retaping
can begin.
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OVERVIEW AND CONCLUSION
It is helpful to sum up the major areas of thesis work.
The most enjoyable area, for me, is the planning, research
and development stage. I find excitement in searching for
inspirational material, images and graphic and musical
references. Throughout the entire process I watched the bits
and pieces of material find their way into different areas of
the final piece.
Hardware and software malfunctions cause setbacks in
production. In these cases, hardware dependency causes time
loss and frustration. It becomes necessary to revise any
timeline used because of time expenditures. It also becomes
necessary to reevaluate the content and detail of the piece
in relation to the time left for production. In order to
have all production work completed by the deadline, it is
wise to continuously reevaluate timelines and possible alter
the amount of artwork and detail used.
Since there is no way of seeing the animated piece in
real time until it is recorded, corrections cannot be made
until after the first recording. This makes it necessary to
retape in order to change timing and correct flaws.
Occasionally, it is necessary to record a third time to do
additional experimentation.
At the outset, this animation was to be an exploration
of the moving image. Experimentation lead me in different
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directions, and the course of the visual expanded to become
an exploration of different animation techniques and imagery.
By experimenting off of the planned course, I feel that new
techniques were explored and imagery was expanded. I felt
free to explore different interests and include them into the
piece. By exploring these interests, I feel the result was a
more interesting and exciting production, both in aesthetic
and technical terms.
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FOOTNOTES
Genigraphics Users Manual, Section 1: Animation Primer,
pages 1-8.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid., page 1-10.
Ibid., page 1-8.
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GLOSSARY OF BASIC GENIGRAPHICS TERMS
MOVE: Changes location of objects from one point to
another.
FRAME: Allows alteration of the viewing area window
anywhere within the artwork area.
TRANSFORM: Transforms the size, position, and/or
shape of objects.
H/C/V COL: Changes the color of art using hue, value
and chroma parameters.
R/G/B COL: Changes color of art using red, green,
and blue parameters. The most direct
route of color change.
ANIMATION TABLE: Storage area for all entries
specific to a particular sequence.
(All information regarding Genigraphics System terms is taken
from the Genigraphics Corporation Users Manual.)
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